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• 20th Century has been often called the “great 

century of Biology” due to the great advances of 

Molecular Biology 

• but was dominated by a reductionist approachreductionist approach

influenced by 19th Century physics

• mixed blessing

– On the positive side, problems amenable to a 

reductionist approach benefited from the experimental

power of molecular biology

– On the negative side, biology’s holistic problems, 

remained relatively or completely undeveloped



• “... a biology viewed through the eyes 

of fundamentalist reductionism is an 

incomplete biology. Knowing the parts 

of isolated entities is not enough. A 

musical metaphor expresses it best: 

molecular biology could read the notes 

in the score, but it couldn’t hear the 

music.” 

(Woese, 2004)





Molecular biology

• qualitative and descriptive

• focused on individual components and their

(individual) interaction

• focused on understanding of molecular details

• not focused on complex networks behavior









Multidisciplinarity in Systems Biology

Success is 

dependent on:
A systematic

multidisciplinary

approach combining:

•Life sciences

•System sciences

•Information sciences



Systems Biology - Holistic

Understanding

Increasing knowledge via Cycling through:

1. Experiment

2. Data Processing

3. Modeling

4. Analysis

5. Experimental

design



High throughput technologiesHigh throughput technologies



What are “omics” sciences

• “omics” implies the integration of biology 
with information sciences

• “omics” conveys a systems approach

• It implies large scale biology

• Involves large scale data acquisition





Challenges of Systems Biology

• Systems biology research is still in its infancy. 

Maturation of the field will proceed as the many 

challenges that it faces are addressed and 

successfully solved. The most pressing challenges 

fall roughly into the following four categories:

1.1. ExperimentalExperimental (data volume/quality/noise)(data volume/quality/noise)

2.2. TechnologicalTechnological ((miniaturize,integrate,automateminiaturize,integrate,automate))

3.3. ComputationalComputational (models, mathematics)(models, mathematics)

4.4. SociologicalSociological (interdisciplinary teams/roles)(interdisciplinary teams/roles)



Promise of Systems Biology

1. Technology development

2. Advances in basic concepts of biology 

3. Real-world practical applications 

(e.g. predictive and preventive medicine)

“Systems biology promises to transform how 

biology is done—away from a reductionist focus 

on a limited number of molecular components to 

a comprehensive understanding of how large 

numbers of interrelated components of a system 

comprise modules or networks whose functional 

properties emerge as definable phenotypes”. 

The benefits of systems biology can be classified 

into three broad areas:



Systems Biology expected benefits? 

• Basic research
• How do biological systems operate?

• Understand basic principles of life

• Biomedical
• Modeling and analysis of diseases

• Development of pharmaceuticals

• Chemical and biochemical industry
• Production of chemicals/biochemicals

• General engineering and system sciences
• Reverse engineering

• How does nature achieve robustness




